Marianthi Kotadaki
School Advisor for English Language Teachers in Achaia, Western Greece
LESSON PLAN
Aims : to develop the students critical reading skills in an integrated way, to
alert them to the cultural element of the reading content, to engage them in
cross-curricular language learning, to develop autonomous and
collaborative learning
Suggested level : intermediate, but applicable to lower and higher levels
Materials : Web published material (reading text, photos), word-processed
activity leaflet, PowerPoint presentation slides, internet)
Duration : it is suggested to expand the lesson in 2-3 teaching sessions

The warm-up
Look at the pictures which show the town of Hastings in Britain. Describe the town.
What historic event does the bottom left picture refer to? (all class )
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( pair or small group work)

Look at the pictures carefully and describe them. Try to answer the following
questions when describing:

Where were the pictures taken?
Do they have anything in common?
What is the atmosphere in the pictures like?
What story lies behind each picture?
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You are going to read a web-published text on a strange tour. Look at the title of the
text and tick( √ )the information on the chart you think you will read about (individual
work ) (for the text see pages 6-7)
 Practical information like times, duration cost, and itinerary of tour


Some tour highlights



Information about important town sights



Popular ghost stories



Information about the guide( s )



Reasons why someone should participate in that walk



Various tips to walk members



Other (say what)

Read the text,

What I also learnt was

look back at pre-reading activity 3 and

………………………

check whether you have collected the information you

…………………

expected.

………………………

Is there anything else you learnt apart from this? If yes,

…………………

note it down. If not, state what.

What I didn’t learn was

Then, discuss your findings with the classroom

……………………………………….
……………………………………….

Three readers express their views about the purpose of the text. Which one do you agree
with? Read the whole text to support your view (pair work).

A.

The text was

written to inform
holiday makers in
Britain how they can
see the ghosts that
still haunt Hastings

B.

The

text

was

written to describe
the
most
haunted
Hastings sights and
tell their stories

C.

The

text

was

written to advertise a
new popular attraction
which helps holiday
makers to explore the
mystery of Hastings
legends
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Do you remember what the sights on the chart refer to? Tick ( √ ) the right box.
Stag Inn

Hastings

The Stables

All Saints

castle

Theatre

Graveyard

Fairlight

Locals can see what it looked
like in the past, but only on a
holiday
Its view can cut the breath
of both humans and animals
You can hear a love story
there
The buried treasure may be
found if you are brave enough
to go through there
There are mummified cats and
rats there

Make a list of the reasons why the Ghost
Walks are a must for foreign tourists in
Hastings (small groups)

Why are ghost walks a
must?
1 …………………………….
2. …………………………….
3. …………………………….
4. …………………………….
5. …………………………….
6. …………………………….
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You are one of the American group of holiday makers in Hastings and you have just
finished your ghost walk. Send a postcard to a friend including a picture, reporting your
experience and a scaring moment of the tour (small groups).

See you soon,
Love
Bill

(PROJECT WORK)
You are running a new travel agency in Athens. You read about the Hastings Ghost
Walks, you were impressed and you would like to organise a different attraction for
foreign tourists in Greece. Design an advertising brochure including the content of
the attraction, the guide(s), the itinerary, some hits, and other practical information
(small groups)
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Hastings Old Town Ghost Walk

Hastings Old Town Ghost Walks
Hastings Old Town Ghost walks were started in 1993 by myself, Tina Lakin as part of Old
Town Week and they are still scaring 1000's!!!! I now run them with my husband, John.
Ghosts and local history have always fascinated me and by creating the ghost walks in
Hastings Old Town I can share some of that interest with visitors, locals and holiday makers
alike.
The walks are great entertainment for all and help you to discover parts of the old town left
forgotten.
Do you know which is the most haunted pub in the old town?
And why are there mummified cats and rats in the Stag Inn?
What is the piece of cheese and where would you find it?
Who haunts the Olde Post Office?
To find out the answers to these come along on a Hastings Old Town Ghost Walk for a
scaringly good time.

Hastings Castle
There is a fascinating legend connected to Hastings Castle and this is that if you are a true
Hastings person, born and bred and have lived here all your life, take a fishing vessel out to
sea on the anniversary of the Battle of Hastings (October 14th) look up at the castle in the
moonlight and you will see what it used to look like all those many centuries ago when it was
very first built.
I would be very interested to know if anyone has experienced this and what they saw!!!
Please let me know.
Some of the stories told on the walk
The Stables Theatre - a tragic love story and a ghost that appears regularly
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Waterloo Passage - looking down this passageway sends shivers down your spine!! Some
will not venture down here after dark
All Saints Graveyard - are you brave enough to walk through this graveyard and wait for the
ghost to appear, he may lead you to some of the buried treasure!!
Fairlight

A phantom galleon has been seen on many occasions off the coast at Fairlight, near
Hastings. People have reported a magical, breathtaking olde worlde vessel. One local man
was out walking his dog late one night along the beach and reports seeing a galleon sailing
gracefully past, he could not quite believe what he was seeing and even his dog seemed to
stare out to sea.
Research
I am constantly researching new stories and am currently working on a project in Burton St
Leonards which is proving very interesting!!! If you have any stories of haunting or strange
things which go bump in the night I would love to hear from you, no matter how small!!
Please email me at research@hastingsghostwalks.com
I am also always looking for books of a ghostly nature, if you have any hiding away please
contact me with details!!
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